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         Any literature on a slave country like South Africa must include, among other thing, an irresistible reaction to the 

system which the aborigines must feel difficult to relish. If the women writers of South Africa have to be analyzed in 

respect of their criticism, the fact must be borne in mind that very little is known about them other than their works on 

art and literature. It has been a dominant characteristic of South Africans, particularly, the non-white ones, that they 

begin with a theme of alienation in exile and write more on their personal experience of imperial world than exhibiting 

the psycho-analytic traits of the general human being. Very little is known on personal life on Bessie Emery Head as 

she has lived much under herself. It is a tale of panic, frustration, humiliation and, after all, an orphanage which she 

underwent both in South Africa and Botswana. 

As far as the records and information tell, Bessie Head was born in year 1937 in an asylum for the insane in 

“Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.” She was born of a black father and a “white mother which alone gave her a personal 

situation, full of disasters of orphanage and debacles of repressive aloofness. She carried the psychology of an introvert 

child who could search for her parents just after eyes accustomed to know the world itself. She was bred up by the foster 

parents and a schism prevailed between her anxiety to know her parents and the affectionate hand which looked after 

her.  

        She lived with her foster parents “until 1950 and attended a missionary until she turned eighteen”(Hans M. Zell 

389). Her shift from the foster parents to the missionary is again a matter of debacles and imbalances, lest she would 

refer to them with reverence and not shake off for sake of reference. It was all the healing touch of missionary life that 

she could try to seek a balance by opting for teacher training, “a four years stint of teaching”(Lloyds Brown 159). Even 

if Bessie Head very much consented to the compromise with the conditions of South Africa, it never gave her the 

privilege of citizenship. The result was she had to apply for teacher’s job Botswana. Exile was her fate as she had to 

move to Botswana in 1964. However she found Botswana alien, stranger and irreconcilable in the beginning, but it 

appeared better than South Africa in many more respects. It, after all, gave her shelter where her small son could be safe 

and happy. Living in “a farming cooperative in which political refugees of all kind and colour made attempt to form a 

thriving community out of uncompromising terrain of Botswana”(Lloyd Brown, 159). Bessie Head, in her utmost life 

of alienation, feels a balance and harmony in writing about her own internal conflicts.  

 All her three novels, including the short-stories, are written in Botswana and her themes “reflects the exile’s 

prevailing sense of homelessness. Most of her characters express a deep sense of being a non-white in South 

Africa.”(Lloyds Brown, 158). It is exclusively her sense of the apartheid and the denial of the civil rights to the “South 

African non-white white encourage Head’s sense of homelessness”(Lloyds Brown 158) and induce in her a sense of 

aloofness from home and the native land. It is not only, When Rain Clouds Gather as well as her later two novels brings 

out her sense of exile and alienation. When Rain Clouds Gather presents “her insights into a characteristically African 

dilemma”(Hans M. Zell. 209), involving her concepts racialism and alienation. Bessie Head depicts her reaction to the 

experience of the ‘colored’ South Africans. The novel presents the limitation of the women role and self image and a 

pervasive social malaise. Among other limitations of a factual description of racism, sexism, poverty and strained social 

Abstract : Bessie Head belongs to the generation evincing a revolutionary trend against  the unprecedented 

happenings of Sharpville massacre. She was forced to live and write in excessively autobiographical tone of exile 

writing like many of her contemporaries.  She channelized her frustration into fictional dreams of creative writing. 

Furthermore she has reviewed the South African tradition of apartheid and racialism, but her real intention was 

to describe inhuman situations of the blacks specially women. The black tradition of polygamy, ritual murder and 

many other make life male-chauvinistic, and so there is hardly any hope left for woman. 
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inequalities, she has created a “new world the poverty stricken village by introducing modern methods of farming 

techniques, despite heavy opposition from a local chief who wants to preserve the old system.”(Hans M. Zell 209) The 

novel portrays the autobiographical experience of Bessie Head in the description of Makaya’s friends like Pauline 

Sebeso who he eventually marries. Among other friends are Gilbert Balfour and his wife Maria. The opposition from 

the local chief and the severe drought, killing a huge number of cattle, express her personal experience of a new refugee 

in Botswana, one who has lost a good deal of things in South Africa before finding a settlement in Botswana. 

Her next novel, Maru, is most explicit and point- blank in theme and form. Bessie Head had realized that exile 

and alienation were not enough in depicting the lot of refugees in Botswana. She excelled in shifting her concentration 

from description of refugees to the problems of survival and racial conflicts in Botswana. Instead of sticking to the sad 

memories of South Africa, Bessie Head, in the present novel, projects her concern in the individualism of the woman 

and the artist. Her change of theme, on either hand, is her maturity in thought and consciousness about her conditions 

and, the other, her growing responsibilities as a creative writer. Naturally, Maru is more creative and wider in range. It 

narrates the psychological and the social status of a school teacher in Botswana village. Margret Cadamore, the 

protagonist of the novel, is an educated woman, brought up by a British missionary. She is treated as a white so long 

she observes silence about herself and her sentiments as a woman. The conflict, which Bessie Head has best portrayed, 

is her state of being a non-white woman than being white. The Botswana people in her surrounding treat her as the 

protégé of the white and are treated, naturally, as a colored inhabitants. The climaxes of the novel bear her claim where 

she “corrects the mistake and declares herself to be the member of Masarava- the despised tribe of Bushman used as 

slaves by the local inhabitants.”(Hans M. Zell 209). It is established here that the problem taken by Bessie Head, is not 

apartheid, not the political exile, but a problem is self awareness of her rights as well as social status. Margaret Cadamore 

serves as a school teacher and works for safe-guarding the interests of the poor tribe by arousing them against the 

prejudice of the elite. The village of Dilepe becomes her workshop for preparing and training the tribal elements to be 

up against the political privileges and the social prejudices of the upper class. It is this set of activities that Margaret 

succeeds in pointing to racialism as the first cause of disintegration and degeneration in the society. The Moleka and 

Maru episode of seduction and marriage involves Bessie Head’s personal questions on woman’s fate of social entity 

and political diginity. There is lot of love, betrayal and conspiracy among which Margaret has been bent upon identifying 

woman with her rights in civility and political scenario. Margaret is Bessie Head’s mouthpiece through whom she 

transpires her own state of exile and alienation. Representing “a Masarava in the middle of a hostile tribe, Margaret is 

the typical Bessie Head exile, living in extreme isolation from her environment”(Lloyd .W.Brown 171). The sense of 

isolation is also intensified by the fact that she is “a woman with an usually independent spirit and by her role as the 

alienated artist.”( Llyod.W.Brown)  Margaret, in this regard, is a “manifestation of that explosive power which Head 

invariably locates in the male ego, by extension, in the entrenched structure of feudal privilege, racism and 

tribalism,”(Llyod.W.Brown).  

The best of Bessie Head has come out in her A Question of Power, suggesting a much better balance between 

the relation of man and a woman by exploiting the male characteristics society of Africa. The problem taken by Head 

is the question of power, involving every right of status to woman and her successive part in procuring it. The novel is 

as well psychological since the set balance of power has to be rationalized in respect of not only a physical status but 

also the positive mentality to the woman folk. It is most subjective of Head’s novels, it is her own experience of repressed 

past which she has tried to liberate by seeking emancipation to woman through power. It was, after all, the power game 

and the colonial policy, which deserted Bessie Head in her own land makes her know that emancipation to woman, from 

the clutches of male oriented society, was not possible unless she herself came to power and make life realistic. A 

Question of Power, thus, not only popularizes, female consciousness but also balm her insidious past. 

In narrating her lot and making the problem of power a real discourse, Head has taken up Elizabeth as her mouthpiece. 

She is the protagonist of the novel and Head conveys her conscious ideas through her. Elizabeth is slightly derailed and 

in her job of a teacher, suffers nervous breakdown due to her lack of compromising capability with the external world. 

The success of the novel depends upon Head’s realistic description of the internal conflicts in Elizabeth. She is working 

in Motabeng, Botswana, and the sensibility of the agrarian works makes her conscious, at times aware and disturbed. 

Within Head’s “narrative design, the social environment and Elizabeth role within it are presented as periodic 

interruptions of what is continuing and dominant reality in the novel the hallucination and the painful self-doubts that 

dramatize Elizabeth’s insecurities as a woman who feels threatened by male power and sexuality, and as a South African 

‘colored’ who has been told that her white mother died as patient in a mental hospital.”(Hans M. Zell 175) 

Among other things, the novel is a landmark in the stream of consciousness technique in which Elizabeth’s 

aberrations and the erotic experience of sex and its impacts, contribute largely to the creative part of it. Dan and Sello 

rivalry and the erotic psychology had been beautifully presented as an effort in describing the inner conflicts. Male 

chauvinism has been challenged both in the social and sexual fields. The novel, after all, reaches in its climax with a 

didactic tone of exterminating the evil into the good and thus making the woman reality an existent equilibrium in life 
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Botswana. The novel is concisely “a mine of insight into religion, sex, sociology, psychology and morality from which 

patient and deceptive readers are retrieved in the treasures of new understanding for decades to come.”(Hans. M. Zell.  

210) 

The works which enliven Bessie Head’s identity in the contemporary world of literature are The Collector of 

Treasures (1977) and Serowe- the village of the Rainwind (1981). These have been effective in attracting the modern 

readers in view of their realism. The Collector of Treasures is a collection of short stories written in background of her 

interviews of different villages of Botswana. The stories in the publication relate Head’s observation as experienced and 

described in the village of Serowe. Among all her works, if Head has taken up themes on alienation, exile, rationalism, 

sexism and religion The Collector of Treasures best portrays her concern in Botswana and life around it.  

Bessie Emery Head’s stories are just a testimony to her art of creative writing, both as a revolutionary and the 

exile writer. She has through her works established the lot of blacks, particularly woman, those who have been 

suppressed since ages.  
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